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1. 1 Introduction 
Given a set of multivariate observations, each of which is known to 
have been generated by one of several multivariate normal populations, it 
is natural to ask from which population has each observation come. These 
populations are identified but their parameters are unknown. 
Given (i) for each population a set of observations which are known to 
have come from that population (the training sample) and ( ii) a prior 
distribution giving the probabilities that an observation is generated by a 
specific population, Geisser (1) using Bayesian analysis, has derived pos-
terior probabilities for allocations of observations of unknown origin to 
the specified populations. 
1. 2 The Model 
At this point we need not assume normality. 
We start with a random vector ( Ii, • • •  , In, Zl, . . . , Zn, e). 0is a vector 
of parameters. I . is the index number giving the population from which J 
Z .  originates, Z. being the observed response. 
J J --
The probability structure of the random vector is as follows. 
( i) 
( ii) 
the {I .} are independent and identically distributed. 
J 
I . E {1, 2, • . •  , k} so that there are k identified populations. 
J 
Let P (I  . = i) = q .
• 
- J - -- __  i ___ _ -·- s -0 is independent of {I.} and has density g(S), 8 € 1R • 
J -
( iii) conditional on {Ij } and e the {
Zj } are independent. Let the 
density be R f (z. I a , i .) ; z. E lR.P Vj .  
j=l J J J 
The above structure is assumed to be known. The problem is that 




1.3 The Analysis 
Now suppose we have X={x .. }, i= l, 2, • • •  , k, j= l, 2, • • • ,N. where 1J 1 
x . .  is the jth observation known to have come from population i. All of 1J 
these observations are realizations of independent random variables. 
Further analysis is conditional upon these observations. Let L(Xle) 
be the corresponding likelihood function. Then p{elx) a:L(XI 6) g (6). The 
probability structure is now just as above except that g (6) is replaced by 
p{a Ix). 
We do not observe e nor are we directly interested in inference about 
e. Thus it is reasonable to integrate it out and consider the marginal 
distribution of ({I. }, {Z. }). Thus J J - n 
f ( z1 , • • • , z I x, i1 , • • • , i ) = J • rr1 f ( z . I a , i . ) p ( e I x) de • n n J= J J 
Having observed Z. = z. ,  j = 1, 2, • • •  , n  J J 
n 
P(I1=i1, • • •  , I =i l x, z1, • • • , z ) a: .rr1- q. n n �----J= ij 
This is a solution to the allocation problem. 
When n = 1 the above is called single allocation. When 2 �n <QC) we 
call it joint allocation. If interest centres on I we calculate the n 
marginal distribution P(I =i lx,z1, • • •  , z ). This is referred to as n n n 
sequential allocation. 
Further Analysis Applicable if the N. are Random 1 
(1) 
Recall that N. is the number of observation in the training sample from 1 
population i. If N. is random we need not assume the q. to be known (see 1 1 
Geisser (2), page 3). Instead we assume a prior distribution 
the Dirichlet density. 
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k N.+a. 
Then p ( q 1, • • • , qn_ 11 N1
, : • • •  Nk-l) a i� 1 
q i 
1 1
, where Nk = N - N1 - N 2 - • • • - Nk-l 
and N is fixed. 
Now thinking of the marginal model ( {I .}, {Z.}) as being conditional on 
J J 
(q1, • • •  , qk_1) we may calculate the density f(z1, • • •  , znlX, q1, • • •  , qk-l) 
k k - - ---- -- - -
--- - -- --
=/ L 1. . . . E 1 qi f ( I . ) 11 =-· 1n= l' • • · 'qi zl' • • • 'zn X, 11' ···'in • Thus n 
From which we obtain, 
= f P[I1=i1, • • .  , In=inlx, zl, • • •  , zn, ql, • • •  , qk-l] 
p(ql, • • •  , qk-llz1, ···, zn, ,  • • •  ,Nk-l) dql, • • •  , dqk-1. · n- --- - - __  .,_ - --- - - - - ---- � .. 
= f . II 1 qi f ( z 1 , • • •  , z I x' i 1 , • • •  ' i ) J= j n n k N.+a . 
j�l qjJ J dql, • • • , dqk-1 
k N.+n.� . 
f(z1, • • • , z lx, i1, • • •  , i ) f TI q .J J J dq1, • • •  , dqk-l n n j=l J 
(�he!e n� is :the number of is 
such that i
s 
:: j) . 
k 
= f(z1, • • • , znlx, i1, • • •  , in) j�1r(Nj+nj+a.3+
1) (3) 
k 
where a =  E a • • 
j=l J 
In the case n = 1 this reduces to 
r(N+n+a.+k) 
(N . + a • + 1) f ( z I X, I . = i) 1 1 1 
. �l (N. + a. • + 1) f ( z Ix, I .  = j) J= 1 J 1 
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1. 4  Multivariate Normal Populations 
Each population is now p dimensional normal with mean µ. and covariance 1 
Ei, i = 1, 2, • • •  , k. These parameters are unknown. The analysis is carried 
out with and without the assumption that the E. are all equal. The details ]. 
of the computat ion will be given only in the case of joint allocation with 












training sample i= l, 2, • • •  , k, j= l, 2, • • • ,Ni. Ni 
x. = . E1 x . .  /Ni ]. J= l.J Ni - T (N. - l)S. = .E1 ( x  . .  -x.) (x  . .  - x .)" ]. ]. J= l.J ]. l.J ]. 
k 
(N - k)S = i�l (Ni - l)Si 
k 
N= .E1 N. 1= ]. 
in the case of joint allocation, '.let M. be the p x n .  matrix of 
]. k ]. 
observations assumed to be from population i. i�l ni = n. 
In each of the following cases we give (1) above. This result may be --- --- -
used with either (2) or (3). 
Equal Covariances 
-1 Let E = E1 = r2 = • • •  = Ek. Then we may let a= (µ1, • • •  , µk,I: ). The 
improper prior g( 6) = I i: I ( p+l)/2 is used. Zj I e , ij is normal (µ1/:). 
Single Allocation 
T -1 (N-k+l) -- ( N )p/2 [ Ni ( xi - z) S (� - z)]- 2 
f (z IX' i) a. N . ! 1 1 + (N . + 1 )(N - k) 
. ]. ]. 
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( k ( N. ))p/2 1 a iJ!l N • .: n . 1 1 
Joint Allocation 
T e .e .  
where e .  is a nix 1 column of ones and n. =I -
1 1 
1 1 N.+n .  1 1 
Sequential allocation follows from the result for joint allocation. 
Not Necessarily Equal Covariances 
-1 -1 e = ( µ 1 ' • • • ' µk ' I: 1 ' • • • ' I:k ) 













z. le, i. 
J J 





_ _  
N - T -1 - ·. i 
f (�Jx,i) a 
( Ni )p/2 (Ni)[ Ni (xi - z) Si �--=--zl-1 - T Ni+ 1 r 2 l + Nt - 1 J 
k 





-1 ( up)/2 p(p-l) P r f �-2




The Calculation for the Proceeding Case 
-- L-(�i 0) �-T.i 1-l�i::l-I 
N
2l�-- e tr[-!!£ E � l (N. - 1) S. + N. (x. - µ. ) (x. - µ . ) !£]] = 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 
N.-p-1 , k -1 i i �! - - T p{elx)a .n11E. I 2 etr[-�E1--:- [(N.-l)Si + N.(xi - µ.)(x. - µi) ]] 1= 1 . 1 1 1 1 
k 
II ( -1 1 a i=l p µi' Ei X) 
clearly I -1 - I: µ. E. ,X,..,, N (x., ./N.) 1 1 p 1 i 1 
-11 
-1 E. X,..,,Wishart(N.-1,((N.-l)S.) ) 1 1 1 1 
Jj�l f(zjle,ij) p(elx> de 
k I -1 -1 -1 = .n1 f(M. lµ.,E. ) p{µi,E. Ix> dµ. dE. 1= -1 1 1 1 1 1 
I -1 f (M. µ., E. ) 1 1 1 
-(n.p)/2 -ni/2 _1 T T = (2II) 1 I Ei I etr[-� Ei (�i - µiei)(Mi - µiei) ·1 
-11 p (µ., E. X) 1 1 






l (N .-p-2)/2 l 
- -
1 E� I 1 etr[-� E� (N.-l)S.] 1 1 1 1 






I I -1 -1, f(Mi µi, Ei )>p(µi,I:i X) dµi 
, (N.-1)/2 (N.-p-2)/2 - 1 
I I 
1 I - 11 1 : -1 = k_ l (N.-l)S. I:. etr[-�I:i ( (Ni-l)S.)] -�i- , p 1 1 1 1 





[(M. - µ.e �)(M.-µ.e �)T +N '. (µ.-x.)(µi-x.)
'r]] dµ . •  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
( T T T ( - ) ( - )
T 
Now note: M. - µ. ei) (M. -µ. e .) + N. µ. - x. µ. - x. -i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
[( M.e . +N.x.)( M.e .  +N.x.)T] T 
_ 
1 i i1 i1 i i  M -- (n . + N. ) µ - + N µ - + N + ( . - x. ei) i 1 n .  . n .  . 1 i 1 1 1 1 
T e .e .  
]. ]. where Qi= I - n .  + N. • T
hus the above equals 
1 1 
Q. (M. _ x T) T 
l. 1 iei 
- l  (Ni-1 )/2 -l (Ni-p-2)/2 -l k _ _ 1 I (N.-l)S. I · jr. I etr[-�I:i ( (Ni- l)S.)] -�i , p 1 1 1 1 ( Ni )p/2 - ( pni)/2 - (ni)/2 i -1 - T . - TT 
• 
N. + n . (ZII) I I:i I etr[-� I:i (Mi-xiei) Qi (Mi-xiei) ] 1 J 
So finally, we compute 




2 . 1 . - ·T 
• 
I I:� I i � etr['-� I:� [ (Ni-l)S i + (Mi - xiei) 
-
Q. (M _ - T T] ] � 1 1 ·i x ie i) UL.i 
recognizing the Wishart density, we . obtain 
-1 ( Ni )p/2 - ( pni)/2 (Ni-1)/2 kNi-1, p 
N. + n .  
(2IT) ICN i-l)Sil ---l -1 1 k _ 
-�i+ni-l, p  
•
 I (Ni-l)S. + (M.-x e :) Q. cM
 -x eT)T,- (N.+n .-1)/2 1 1 i 1 ]. i i i ]. 1 
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1. 5  The Program 
A program has been written to compute the above. The way to use the 
program is given below. The appendix is a listing of the program. 
The program is written in 1977 standard Fortran. The sole exception 
is the program statement which, at the University of Minnesota, notifies 
the operating system which files ( tape #s ) are subject to READ and 
WRITE statements. 
The Input File 
The input file is Tape 2. The first record is the number of populations 
(np). This is an integer between 2 and 20 inclusive. Format is list 
directed. 
The second input record is the procedure number. This is an integer 
between 1 and 6 inclusive. Format is list directed. 
The procedures are numbered as follows : 
Procedure 1: Single allocation, equal covariances. 
Procedure 2: Joint allocation, equal covariances. 
Procedure 3: Sequential allocation, equal covariances. 
Procedure 4: Single allocation, possibly unequal covariances 
Procedure 5: Joint allocation, possibly unequal covariances 
Procedure 6: Sequential allocation, possibly unequal covariances 
The third input record is a flag which should be 1 if the prior proba-
bilities are known and 0 if the N. are random and the parameter a .  of the 
1 1 
Dirichlet prior are to be used. Format is list directed. 
The next np records are to be such that the ith is either the prior 
probability q . of the ith population or 1 
- 8 -
a . •  Format is list directed. 
1 
Next, the training sample is input. For each population the following 
set of records is required. The ith set will refer to the ith population. 
For each population: 
The first records consist of a label, the number of observations for 
that population and the dimension of the observation. The number of ob-
servations must be an integer between 1 and 50. The dimension must be an 
integer between 1 and 10. The next record is a character string giving the 
format for an observation. The format for these two records is 
-�� 
------ ··-�- -- - -
(!OX, 2I6/A80). Each subsequent record is an observation. 
If the dimension varies from population to population execution is 
aborted. 
Finally, the observations to be allocated· .are treated the same way 
as are the training sample observations of a particular population. 
The Output 
Procedures 1, 3, 5, 6 output the posterior probability for each of 
the populations. 
In procedures 2 and 5 each possible outcome is represented by an allo­
cation vector ElR.np the i th element of which is the population to which the 
ith observation is allocated. All possible allocation vectors are output 
with their corresponding posterior probabilities. Up to 1000 possiblities 
are allowed. 
- 8 -





































































POST PROB= . 268 
ALLOCATION VECTOR WITH MAX POST PROB 
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POST PROB= .302 
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IMSL 
The following International Mathematical and Statistical Library 









See IMSL documentation. 
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2. EXAMPLES OF WIDE DISCREPANCIES FOR DlMENSION REDUCING OPTIMAL ALLO­
CATION AND SEPARATION PROCEDURES IN MULTIVARIATE NORMAL POPULATIONS. 
2.1 Introduction 
Suppose we have r populations the ith of which is normal with mean 
µ_EIR.p and covariance E (i.e. N (µ.,t)). There are various ways to measure 
a p i 
how distinguishable or separate the populations are from one another. We 
may wish. to classify observations known to have come from one of the populations. 
A large p may be troublesome. We ask: can we find a linear map from 
"'IDP k 
� to lR , k < p, such that the populations suffer a minimal loss of identity 
in the sense that some given measure of separation or the ease with which we 
classify diminishes minimally. 
Examples are given below in which the linear map which is best according 
to the probability of correct classification (P.C.C.) is quite different 
from the optimal map obtained when the desire is to separate the populations 
from each other according to well known criteria. 
2.2 A Simplifying Linear Map 
The simplifying linear map is a composition of 3 simple linear maps. 
Let x be our response which originates from one of the r populations, the 





(i) x + z = t-\c. The i th population is now N (o., I ) where o. = E-�µ. p i p i i 
and I is the population identity matrix. p 
r .. - --
(ii) Let 6 = i�l o /r· Map z +y = z - CS. The ith population is now 
N (a., I ) where a. = o. - & • p i j)_ i i 
(iii) Let A= [a 1,a2, • • •  ,ar]. We use the singular value decomposition to 
T T write A= V 0 U where V is p x p orthogonal, U is r x r orthogonal 
and � is of the form 
[� �] 
where D = diag(d , 
• • •  
,d ) and s = rank(A). Without loss of generality 
1 s 
- 12 -
-- T we may assume l d1 I� l d2 I � • • •  � I ds I· Finally we map y-+u = V y . Let 
M = 'b UT= [ n1, n2, • • • , nrl. Our i 
th population is now N
P ( ni
, IP) • 
2.3 Reduction Without Loss 
Given that the simplifying linear map has been applied, all of the p 
variables are now independent and the last p - s are N1 (0,1) in each popu­
lation. Thus it is clear that for purposes of allocation and separation 
the last p - s variables may be disregarded. 
The simplifying linear map followed by a projection onto the space of 
the first s co-ordinates gives a linear map from lRP tolR.s with no loss in 
P.C.C. or in any reasonable measure of separation. 
2.4 Classification 
Given the prior probability q. that the observed x is from population i, 
l. 
the posterior probability that it is from population i is proportional to 
q. f(x l i) where f(· l i) is the density for ihe ith population. An observed l. 
response is classified as having come from the population having the largest 
posterior probability. Let R. be the subset of m.P such that if x ER ,:· x ·· is l. 
- -- i 
allocated to population i. 
The probability of correct classification is then 
r 
. r1 q. f f(x l i) dx. i= l. R i 
The P.C.C. can be considered to be one measure of how distinguishable 
the populations are from each other given the q.'s. In section 3 above we 
l. 
saw that we can map linearly from m.P to 1Rs without loss in P. C. C. Finding 
the optimal map to lower dimensions with P.C.C. as the criterion presents 
difficulties. (See Geisser (3) pages 304-309). 
- 13 -
2.5 Separatory Criteria 
Again our ith population is N (µ.,r). We consider separatory criteria p l. 
(i.e. measures of how "far apart" the populations are) which may be expressed 
as a scalar function, increasing in and determined by, the roots of the -1 
r -
- r-····-· -----r- ------ --- -- ----
----�---
matrix BE where B = i�l (µi - µ) (µi - µ) with µ = i�l µi/r. This class in-
eludes well known criteria such as those due to Hotelling and Wilks. 
We know we can reduce from p to s without loss. Given a criterion from 
the class defined above how can we reduce further with minimal loss of 
separation. The solution to this problem is known and is as follows. 
We start by applying the simplifying linear map so that our populations 
are now N (n , I ) where [ n1, • • .  , n ] = M =«>U
T as in section 2. Consider p i p T 
ma trices C mapping m.P to m.k, k < s. For each C we look at the roots of the 
matrix 
Since 
The roots of the above are also the roots of 
The matrix CT(CCT)-1c is idempotent so that (see Bellman, page 113) the 
ith largest roots in less than the ith largest roots of [D,o] [�] which is d�. 
(recall I d1 I � I d2 I �; . . .  � I ds I ). Since this bound is obtained by the choice 
-----------x-- --�-- -- - - --- · -- - -- -- �------- -- --------- --- ----------- �-- -� 
Ck= [Ik,O] where Ik is the k x k identity matrix, this choice is optimal 
throughout the entire class of separatory criteria under consideration. 
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2.6 Examples 
Given a separatory criterion from the class of section 5 above we 
know how to map linearly down to JR.k, k < s with minimal loss. Given a 
set {q. }, i = 1, 2, • • •  , r of prior probabilities we do not, in general, know 
1 
how to map down to lRk with minimal loss of P.C.C. 
The following examples show that one cannot, being ignorant of the 
optimal P.C.C. map, use the dimension reducing linear map optimal for the 




--· - -�--- -�- ---
P. C. C. Also it is clear in the examples below that the optimal linear 
map with respect to the separatory criteria does a terrible job of pre-
serving the identities of the populations. 
The examples are presented by giving the � and UT of section 2 so 
that the i th population is N (n., I ) where n. is the i th colunm of ell UT •. p 1 p 1 
Since the separatory criteria treat all populations in the same manner 






( i) Let u1 = (-1, -1, • • •  , - 1, 1, 1, • • .  , 1)/../2ll, where there are n 
-niiiius 
ones and n plus ones. r = 2n in this example and u1 will be the first row 
T 2n of U • Let u2 E1R. such that u2 • u1=0, u2 • e = 0 where e = (1, 1, • • •  , 1), 
llu2 II = 1, and there exist cl, c2 such that cl ul + c2u2 = (-n, - (n-1)' • • • , -1, 
T 1, 2, • • •  ,n). Now let U be any orthogonal matrix with first row u1, second 
row u2, and all but the last row orthogonal to e. Finally let 
N 0 . 0 




0 0 0 • • • • 0 
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The optimal linear map from lRP -)-lR.k for k = 1 for the criteria of section 
5 was shown to be C� = (1, 0, • • •  , 0). After applying this map n of the popu-
latio� are N1 {-S if;nd tile otlle� ar-e��c2:� -1_r -�chpopul�t�on __ _ 
has (n-1} identical matesl This identi.ty crisis is· illustrated b.y the fact 
that the P.C.C. is �ess than 1/n. 
If, however, we use C proportional to (c1,c2,o, ... ,0) �here_��:-� 
are those above the P.C.C. is virtually one for large N and small £. The 
vector of population means is approxioately proportional to N(-n,-(n1-l), 
• • •  ,-1,1,2, • • •  ,n) for small E. Thus for large N all of the populations 
are clearly identifiable. 
(ii) In example (i) we considered k = 1. Now we use the same idea to 
show that even if we let k = 2 there may be a linear map to k which is clearly 
superior to c; in terms of P.C.C. and in terms of preserving identity. 
Let U 1 = ( -1, -1, • • •  , -1, 1, • • . , 1) I /20 as in (i) • Let U 2 = ( -1, -1 , • • •  , -1, 
n-l,l-n,l,l, • • •  ,l)/l2n(n-l) where there are (n-1) plus and minus ones. 
We have: ul. u2 = ul. e = u2. e = 0, llu2 II= llul II = 1. Let u3 be any vector in 
lR
2n such that u3 • u2 = u3 • u1 = u3 • e = 0, llu3 II = 1, and there exists 
cl' c2, c3 ElR such that c1 u1 + c2u2 + c3u 3 = (-n,-(n-1) ,-(n-
2), • • •  , -1,1, 2,3, • • •  ,n). 
T Now let U be any orthogonal matrix with first three rows u1,u2,u3 in that 
order and such that all rows except the last are orthogonal to e. 
Finally let 
N 0 0 
0 N 0 0 
0 N-E 0 0 
0 1 
cl> = 1 
1 








Using C� the transformed populations have a P.C.C. of less than 
( 1 ) 1 ( 1 1 1 ) 2 - (2) + - - +- + . . .  +- = -2n · n n-1 n-1 n-1 n 
since all but 2 populations have {n-2) identical mates. 
�-- --� 
If, however, we use C proportional to 
--
(�1,c2�c3,0, • • • ,O) the transformed 
population have a P.C.C. which is virtually 1 for large N and small €. 
Again, the populations are clearly identifieable for large N. 
Clearly similar examples can be concocted for k > 2. 
2.7 Comments 
Given that the simplifying transformation has been performed, the 
matrices � and UT give a complete set of parameters for the r populations. 
The separatory criteria of section 5 depend only on �. The examples 
of section 6 show that any good criterion cannot ignore UT. 
The P.C.C., with uniform prior, appears to be a good measure but it 
requires distributional assumptions. 
2.8 A Suggestion for Finding a Good Map tolR. 
Choose a vector S = {s1, • • •  ,sr) which has "good spacing". If we have 
normality the best S would maximize the P .C. C. subject to lls II= 1 where 
the ith population is N1 {si,l). One could simply use S= {-n,-{n-1), • • •  ,-1, 
1,2, 
• • •  
,n) or some rearrangement of these numbers. 
Apply the simplifying transformation.- � 
Let Ui be the i
 th row of U
T. 
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For any j such that di,d�, • • •  ,d� are all large relative to all of the 
2 2 2 2 di (recall d1 � d2 � • • •  �ds) project S onto the subspace spanned by {U1, • • •  ,Uj } . " j 
Let S be the projection and {c1,c2, . • •  ,cj} such that S=� 
ciui. Let (c c2 c ) 13= d1' <l, ... ,c(-,o, ... ,o EJRP. 1 2 j 
Finally, let c* = Biiia ii. 
T " For a given S and j, the c1 ,c2, • • •  ,cj depend only on U • lls - S II small is 
desireable and again a characteristic of UT. 
Given {c1,c2,. • •  ,cj} c*«>uT= S/llalj thus a small llallis desirable. llBll 
will be small given {c1,c2, • • • ,cj} if the di are large in absolute value. 
T In the above the roles of «> and U are clearly separated . A good � 
will have large d�. A good UT will have small !Is - S II for some j with 1 
2 2 2 large d1, d2, • • •  ,dj and some S with good spacing. 
A few examples of naturally generated data were examined but in each 
case the largest root so dominated the other that no gain in P.C.C. could 
be made. In this problems a look at the relative size of the first few 
ordered roots is a good way to see if the P.C.C. of C� is possibly sub­
stantially less than the optimal P.C.C. 
- 18 -
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